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INTRODUCTION

Most of the grain produced on farms in Washington, Oregon,
and Idaho has moved to market in burlap sacks. In the early days
ship masters refused to carry bulk grain because of the hazard involved should the cargo shift in the rough voyage " around the
Horn." Spoilage of bulk grain was experienced from extreme temperature changes encountered in the long journey. It was difficult,
if not impossible, to obtain insurance on cargoes of bulk grain.
Eailroad facilities at that time were limited, and sacked grain could
be readily transported on flat cars. More recently the opening of
the Panama Canal, the numerous advances in ship construction and
* Gordon Klemgard, wheat grower, Pullman, Wash., accompanied the party during
part of the study and rendered valuable assistance in advising and criticizing the work
from the standpoint of a practical wheat producer.
87296°—32
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design, and a more adequate railway system have removed most of
these early barriers to bulk handling of grain for export.
During the World War a scarcity oí sacks developed, and the
cost of sacks became so great that many growers shifted to bulk
handling. Makeshift methods were used in this emergency since
adequate bulk-handling equipment had not yet been introduced in
the region. Practically no facilities were available at the country
shipping point for handling grain in bulk. Growers hastily constructed crude farm-storage plants, most of which lacked efficient
equipment for elevating the grain in and out of storage. Considerable shovel work was necessary, and much of the expected
saving in bulk handling was dissipated through the inefficient
methods used.
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FIGURE 1.—PERCENTAGE OF WHEAT RECEIVED IN BULK AND EXPORTED IN
BULK FROM COLUMBIA RIVER AND PUGET SOUND TERMINAL MARKETS,

1923-24 TO 1929-30

Bulk wheat has formed an increasing proportion of the receipts of wheat at these
markets from the Pacific Northwest during late years, but much of the sacked
wheat received must still be bulked at the terminals for export. Ships are not
taking sacked wheat to the extent they did even 10 years ago. (Prepared from
records of the Pacific Coast headquarters Federal gram supervision.)

After the war, with the introduction of combine harvesters
equipped to handle sacked grain, growers largely returned to sack
handling. Although the quantity of grain exported in sacks from
terminal points in Washington and Oregon is now a negligible
quantity, 62.7 per cent of all wheat received at Columbia Kiver and
Puget Sound terminals in the 1929-30 crop year arrived in sacks.
(Fig. 1.) Bulk versus sack handling has recently become a live
issue with growers over this entire region. The necessity under
present conditions for cutting production costs to the minimum, the
obvious difference in physical exertion required by the two methods,
the development of more adequate bulk-harvesting equipment, and
the gradual enlarging of terminal facilities for handling bulk grain
are the main factors causing this revival of interest. In certain
areas of gently rolling or level land, where facilities for handling
and storing bulk grain have been provided at the shipping point,
many growers have recently changed to bulk handling or contemplate changing in the near future.
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SCOPE AND METHOD OF THE STUDY
This study seeks to determine the relative economy in harvesting
and handling grain on farms, by sack and by bulk methods, under
hilly conditions and in areas of level or gently rolling land. Particular attention is given to types and costs of bulking equipment
which have proved most satisfactory under varying conditions of
topography. The cost and feasibility of storing bulk grain on the
farm is considered, as well as the important question of the relation
of present storage and handling facilities at local and terminal points
to the problem of shifting from sack to bulk handling on the farm.
Three hundred and sixteen growers pattered over the important
grain-producing areas of eastern Washington, eastern Oregon, and
northern Idaho were interviewed in the summer of 1930. About
half these men, who were handling grain in bulk, estimated their
costs in converting sacking equipment for bulk handling of grain.
They also supplied data on the size of the bulk combine-harvester,
its motive power, number and wage of men used in its operation,
and acres harvested daily and during the 1929 season. Similar
information was obtained from the interviewed growers who were
handling sacked grain.
The organization for hauling the grain was studied, such factors
as the following being considered: Distance from shipping point,
number of trucks owned and the estimated expense for their operation, contract rates if the hauling was hired, number of bushels
hauled per season and per day, and whether the grain went directly
to the shipping point or was placed first in farm storage.
An attempt was made to compare those factors most likely to
cause delay in combine operation under the two handling methods.
The study included estimates of the quantity of grain wasted in
harvesting by each method. All factors affecting farm costs for
harvesting and handling grain by each method were considered, except the expense involved for use of combine and tractor or horses
that pulled it. Although the weight of the bulk tank will increase to
some extent the expense for gasoline, oil, and repairs, the cost per
hour of use, when figured on the bushel basis, would not be greatly
different from costs in operating the combine under sack harvesting.
Opinions of managers of bulk elevators and sack warehouses at many
of the important country shipping points were obtained on the
merits of sack and bulk handling methods. Terminal facilities in
Washington and Oregon were inspected, and information was
gathered on present capacities for bulk and sack grain and probable
adequacy in the event of a decided shift from sack to bulk handling
on the farm.
COMPARISON OF SACK AND BULK HANDLING METHODS*
COST OF MAN LABOR IN COMBINING GRAIN

One of the important savings in bulk harvesting of grain is in
the cost of man labor in operating the combine. A common crew
used with the sack combine includes a sack sewer, sack jigger,
^For Information concerning the costs and advantages of bulk and sack handling
methods at the terminal markets and for export see the following publication: BATHS,
E. N., BODNAR, G. P., and STIRNIMAN^ E. J. BULK AND SACK HANDLING OP GRAIN IN THE
PACIFIC COAST STATES. U. S. Dept. Agr. Circ. 161, 28 p., illus. 1931.
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separator man, header tender, and driver of tractor or team. (Fig.
2.) When yields are light the sack sewer can jig the sacks, thus
eliminating one man. Uccasionally the jobs of separator man and
header tender can be combined.
The corresponding bulk crew under normal-yield conditions is
composed of three men—separator man, header tender, and driver
of tractor or team. With, light yields the jobs of tending header
and separator are performed by one man, and a few farmers harvesting on level land operate the bulk combine with one man. (Fig. 3.)
This is accomplished by handling the tractor from the combine, using
reins attached to the tractor controls. Crews for bulk combining
range from one to four men, whereas three to five men are required
in operating a machine with sack equipment.

FiGüBD 2.—The usual 5-man crew used In combining grain by the sack method.
This crew was able to cut, thresh, and sack 1,000 bushels of wheat in a 10-hour
day on fields averaging 33 bushels per acre

Bulk harvesting may result in less out-of-pocket expense for hired
labor than harvesting by the sack method. With fewer men in the
bulk crew a larger part of the labor may be supplied by members
of the familjr. The necessity for hauling the grain simultaneously
with "combining" in bulk may operate to reduce this advantage.
If the grain is hauled with a single truck, however, the maximum
bulk-harvesting crew, including truck driver, is still less than the
crew needed on the sack combine exclusive of hauling operations.
(Table 1.) The elimination of handling sacks in harvesting bulk
frain materially reduces the physical exertion that must be expended
y the combine and hauling crews. Frequently immature family
labor is utilized to replace the robust hired hand required in sack
handling.
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Table 1 shows the cost of man labor in combining grain. This cost
was calculated for each farm studied by multiplying the daily wage
for the combine crew (giving family labor the same wage as hired
hands) by the number of days the combine was operated. This cost,
divided by the number of acres combined, gives the cost per acre for
man labor in combine operation on the individual farm. Man-labor
costs, as shown in Table 1, are weighted averages obtained by adding
the total costs for all the farms in each group and dividing by the
total acreage combined by the entire group. Records are classified
according to method of handling, size of combine, and topography of
land. Most of the wheat land in eastern Oregon, the western part of
eastern "Washington, and the Grangeville area in Idaho, may be
classed as level or gently rolling. The eastern part of the wheatproducing area in Washington and the adjacent territory in Idaho is
sufficiently hilly to require special adaptations of bulking equipment.
The more level areas of the wheat belt in Oregon and Washington

FiGUHE 3.—A bulk-handling crew of 2-men, 1 on the combine and 1 driving the
tractor. This crew was able to harvest 1,000 bushels of wheat in 10 hours on
fields averaging 33 bushels per acre. With the aid of the two trucks shown, the
grain was all under cover at the country shipping point at the end of the day

are also the areas of lowest precipitation. Consequently crop yields
in this territory average measurably less than those in the hilly area
where precipitation is more bountiriil.
Both tractor-drawn combines and horse-drawn combines are
studied in Table 1. Since more men are necessary to operate the sack
combine, this table indicates higher costs for man labor in harvesting by the sack method. Topography of land, length of cutter bar
on the combine, and type of power drawing the machine all affect
the acreage that can be harvested in a day. Under hilly conditions
these factors tend to reduce the acreage combined in a day below that
which could be expected with similar equipment operating on level
land. Consequently man-labor costs per acre are higher in harvesting by either sack or bulk methods under hiUy conditions. Similarly,,
Table 1 shows increases in man-labor cost as length of cutter bar
decreases and when horses rather than tractors draw the combine.

TABLE

1.—Cost of man labor in combining grain by sack and bulk methods under hilly and level conditions in Washington. Oregon, and Idaho.
1929

o.

TRACTOR-DRAWN COMBINES
Combines 12 to 15.9 foot cut
Item

Records studied
Acreagecut per day
Men in crew 3
Percentage of crew which is family labor <
Man labor per acre
Cost of man labor: «
Per acre
Per bushel

Sack

Bulk

Combines 16 to 19.9 foot cut
Sack

Bulk

Sack

Level

Hüly

Level

Hilly

Level

Hilly

Level

Hilly

Level

Hilly

number..
acres..
number..
per cent..
hours..

9
23.11
4.70
16.67
2,03

14
25.91

7
23.45
2.90
35.00
1.24

21
26.54
2.80
32.76
1.06

30.91
4.90
9.10
1.59

15
34.03
4.50
23.53
L32

7
30.97
3.30
8.70
L07

35
33.03
3.30
25.86
LOO

(0

10
47.45
5.20
21.15
LIO

(2)

dollars..
cents..

1.27
5.28

.95
3.23

.76
2.70

LIO
4.24

.92
4.70

.79
2.67

28.00
1.39

I—t

o

Bulk

Hilly

3.eo

o
W

Combines 20-foot cut and ovör

.78
3.75

Level
10

41.71
3.40
5.88
.82
.67

2.21

HORSE-DRAWN COMBINES
Records studied
_
Acreage cut per day
Men in crew 3
Percentage of crew which is family labor <
Man labor per acre
Cost of man labor: «
Per acre
_
Per bushel
1
2
3
*
«

number
acres..
number..
percent..
hours..
dollars..
cents..

24.21
3.90
29.52

11

14

20.40
2.90
28.12

22.48
2.90
40.00

24

14

10

19

22.76
4.70
14.48
2.07

31

25.70
4.90
18.75

28.26
3.30
27.25

30.35
3.10
34.48

L61

L42

L29

L91

29.17
4.10
31.58
1.41

L17

L50

L07

Lll

.86

L38

1.02
4.71

.95

4.65

27

4.84

4.53

3.18

4.78

4.12

6

5

48.68
4.20
24.00

42.01
3.40
11.78

L02

.86

.81

.71

.78

3.10

3.96

Three farms—too few to average.
Two farms—too few to average.
Bulk crews on the combine usually range in size from 1 to 4 men; sack crews, from 3 to 5 men.
Percentages are not entirely consistent because of the small number of cases dealt with; but they serve to illustrate the possibihties in reduction of cash cost.
Family labor was valued at the going wage plus board and includes labor of operator as well as of other members of family.

.66

O

3.14
O.
td'
O

d
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Higher yields in some of the hilly areas tend to reduce per bushel
costs for man labor in combine operation below those on level land
with lower yields per acre.
COST OF HAULING

The cost of hauling a bushel of bulk grain a mile was slightly
higher than the cost for sacked grain on farms on which the growers
hauled with their own trucks. This relationship held true for short,
medium, or long hauls. (Table 2.) Bulk hauling of grain is easier
but not cheaper than hauling in sacks. Since bulk grain in most
cases is transferred directly from combine to truck, it is essential
that the truck be on hand to receive the grain as soon as the bulk tank
on the combine is filled, or costly delay results. Although bulk grain
is loaded and unloaded from the truck with ease and speed, it seems
evident that in most cases the advantage gained in these operations
is offset by time lost in attendance on the combine. With lighterthan-normal yields the longer delay before the truck has a full load
would tend further to increase bulk-hauling costs. The grower
should give careful attention to organizing his hauling operations to
reduce this loss of time to a minimum.
TABLÏ3 2.—Cost of hoMling 'bulked^ and sacked grain where the grower hauls
with his own trucks; farms m Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, 1929 *

Average
Records length of
haul

Length of haul and method of handling

0-3.9 miles:
Bulk
Sack..- _____
4-7.9 miles:
Bulk.
Sack
8 miles and over:
Bulk
Sack

_

_.
_
.

_.

Hauling cost per
mile 2
Per bushel Per ton

Number
31
8

Miles
2.31
2.22

Cents
1.31
1.28

Cents
43.66
42.66

25
17

5.48
5.56

.52
.49

17.33
16.33

16
13

11.13
11.19

.31
.28

10.33
9.33

1 The average cost for use of owned trucks studied was $1.47 per hour, including driver. This rate has
been appUed to all trucks in this table.
2 Median cost is used as most representative of the majority of individuals in each group.

Hauling grain in sacks is more laborious, but no time is lost in
waiting for a load as the hauling job is entirely independent of the
combine under sack-harvesting methods. Sack hauling may be postponed until the grain is all harvested, enabling the grower to utilize
family labor and thus reducing out-of-pocket expense. The physical
exertion required, however, may prevent the use of family labor
unless it is capable of standing the strain of this task.
Although tne cost per bushel increases with distance of haul, the
cost for hauling a bushel of grain a mile is shown in Table 2 to
decrease with increasing distance in hauling either bulked or sacked
grain. That part of the cost represented by the charge for loading
and unloading becomes smaller as the distance of the haul increases.
Each grower supplied information on the expense involved in operating his trucks for the year, and estimated the total hours of use
for the period. The weighted average cost of $1.47 per hour of

8
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truck use has been açplied to all trucks considered in Table 2. By
thus eliminating the influence of varying individual costs for use of
truck, Table 2 shows more clearly the effect of distance of haul and
differences due to hauling in bulk and in sacks.
Contract rates for hauling sacked and bulked grain tend to average higher than costs where the grower does his own hauling. (Table
3.) Contract rates for bulk hauling are shown to average less than
rates charged for sack hauling on the longer hauls. The hauling of
bulk grain by contract is comparatively new over most of the region
studied, and charges are still variable. In individual cases where the
grower has good bargaining ability and under present conditions
of cut-throat competition for hauling jobs, the grower may hire more
cheaply than he could operate an owned truck. In handling grain in
bulk, sufficient trucking facilities must be provided to insure against
delay in combine operation in years of normal yields. Where yields
vary widely from year to year it would appear wiser to depend on
hiring part of the crop hauled when yields are rather heavy than to
purchase an extra truck that would be used but little when yields are
light. Size of farm, size of combine, distance from shipping point,
and the amount of other truck work available during the year should
all be considered before buying equipment for hauling.
SOURCES OF HARVESTING LOSS

A certain quantity of grain is inevitably lost in harvest and hauling
operations. It is impossible to determine the exact measurement of
losses inherent in each method of handling. It appears, however,
that greater possibilities of loss are present when grain is handled in
the sack. The main sources of loss in each method of handling and
in order of importance are as follows :
Nature of the loss
Harvesting by the sack method : '
Breaking of defective sacks
Leakage of grain from sacks in handling
Brushing grain off top of sack before sewing
Sacks of grain lost in high stubble_
Sacked grain stolen from the field
;
Livestock foundering on sacked grain lost in high stubble
Injury by pests to sacked grain lying in the field
Weather injury to sacked grain lying in the field
Sacked grain destroyed in stubble fires
Harvesting by the bulk method : *
Trucks or wagons leaking
Transferring grain to and from farm storage **
Transferring grain from combine to wagon or trucks

gro5™Ä
significant loss
73
71
60
55
32
30
19
17
11
11
10
9

Practically all the growers now handling grain in bulk have had
prior experience in sack handling. This group was nearly unanimous in the opinion that more grain is lost when the sack system is
used. Bulk losses are relatively insignificant, and the sources of loss
are mainly under the grower's control. Many of the losses in sack
handling are beyond the control of the grower. (Fig. 4.)
« This group includes 236 growers experienced in harvesting by the sack method.
* This group of 137 growers has had experience both in bulk and sack handling ; 91 per
cent of them stated that there are greater losses of grain in sack handling.
« Farm storage may or may not be part of the bulk-harvesting program.
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S.^'^ost of Jumling bulked anô »ached grain where the fruch work is
contracted; farms in Washington, Oregon, amd Idaho, 1929

TABLE]

Average
Records length of
haul

Length of haul and method of handling

Number

0-3.9 miles:

Miles

Hauling cost per
müei
Per bushel Per ton
Cents

CeiOs

JKMW

Sack
4-7.9 miles:
Bulk
._.
Sack
8 miles and over:
Bulk
Sack

_

-

---

20

2.08

1.08

36.00

20
18

5.10
5.36

.62
.56

20.66
18.66

10
8

12.10
12.50

.35
.41

11.67
13.67

1 Median cost is used as most representative of the majority of individuals in each group.

In certain large areas of the region studied, weather during the
harvest period is likely to be hot with extremely low humidity.
Under such conditions grain lying out (fig. 4) may lose weight in a
very short time. This condition alone has influenced some growers
to adopt bulk-handling methods.
SOURCES OF DELAY IN HARVESTING

The combine is seldom operated steadily for any great length of
time. Delays, more or less serious in nature, make for a certain
amount of enforced idleness. Sources of delay inherent in each
handling method and the order of their importance are as follows:
Nature of the delay
grouplrep^rttng
Harvesting by the sack method : ^
significant delay «
Repairing torn or snagged sacks
—
20
Breaking of defective sacks when jigged or dumped
15
Sack sewer not sufficiently trained for the work
.
14
Sacks fall off combine ; must be set up to avoid losing in stubble
13
Irregularity in supplying sacks
_
13
Inability of sewer and jigger to handle grain in heavy yields
12
Breaking of defective twine while sewing sacks
.
10
Harvesting by the bulk method : *
Stopping to transfer grain from combine to wagon or truck
27
Congestion at elevator, preventing trucks or wagons from returning
on time
27
Trucks break down and fail to return on time
.
11
Unloading device on combine breaks down
8
Yield too heavy for size of equipment
,
—
6
Combine sticks on the hills because of too heavy load in bulk tank
4
Combine breaks down because of too heavy load in bulk tank
4
Elevating device at farm storage bin breaks down
4
Distance of haul too great for number of trucks—
8
Gas engine on elevating device at farm storage breaks down
3
Tank on combine is too small ; too frequent unloading
1
8 Fifty-eight per cent of the growers harvesting by the sack method reported no significant delays experienced ; only 21 per cent of those harvesting by the bulk method made a
similar report.
' This group is composed of 212 growers experienced in using sack combines ; 56 of these
estimated an average loss of 22 minutes per 10-hour day directly attributable to the sackharvesting method.
8 This group Is composed of 144 growers using bulk combines ; 67 of these estimated an
average loss of 38 minutes per 10-hour day directly attributable to the bulk-h^r^çsting
method.

§729^^—32
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Of the growers sacking their grain, 68 per cent stated that their
delays were too insignificant to consider. Only 21 per cent of those
using the bulk method made a similar statement. Apparently possibilities of delay are greater in handling grain in bulk. In addition
to delays caused by 1^^ to 2^^ tons extra weight in the filled bulk
tank, bulk combining is dependent on synchronizing the operation
of the combine with the operation of the trucks or wagons. Trucks
are frequently forced to wait in line to unload at the elevator, or
break downs on the way prevent returning on schedule. This important source of delay is not experienced in harvesting by the sack
method, in which combining and hauling operations are entirely
independent of each other.
With certain makes of combines it is possible to retain sacking
attachments when the bulk tank is mounted on the combine. By
carrying a supply of sacks, a temporary shift from bulk to sack

FiGDRB 4.—Sacked grain lying where dropped from the combine, subject to loss by
theft, stubble fires, weather injury, and pests. The period of exposure ranges
from a few days to several weeks

handling can be easily made and delay avoided when trucks or wagons fail to return on time. Quick shifts from bulk to sack combining
are also desirable if custom work is done and in cases in which seed
grain is sacked for storage.
^ i
¡
LABOR REQUIREMENTS IN LOADING CARS

The smaller crew and lessened physical exertion required in combining by the bulk method are characteristic of all subsequent handlings or the grain. Figure 5 illustrates the ease and speed with
which bulk trucks are emptied at the country elevator.
Fifty-one managers of country elevators estimated that on an average 2.91 hours of man labor were required to load an 80,000-pound car
of bulk grain. This included the time necessary to cooper the car in
preparation for its load of bulk grain.
Seventy-three managers of sack warehouses estimated that on an
average 11.60 hours of man labor were required to load a car of the
same size with sacked grain. This includes labor in tearing down
piles of sacks preliminary to loading. It would appear from these
estimates that practically four times as much man labor is required
in loading cars of sacked grain, to say nothing of the much greater
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expenditure of physical energy for each man-hour of work. Observations of unloading operations at terminal points indicate a similar
conservation of labor and effort under bulk-handling methods.
BULK-HANDLING EQUIPMENT FOR THE FARM
COST OF OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT IN BULK-HANDLING DIRECTLT TO SHIPPING
POINT

Growers who own sack combines and trucks can convert their
equipment with relatively little expense to permit bulk handling.
Sack attachments on the combine must be replaced by a bulk tank,
and the substitution of a grain-tight truck box for the flat rack used
in hauling sacked grain completes the essential equipment. In areas
in which bulk handling is new, most growers are forced to provide

FiouBB 5.—Dumping a truck load of bulk grain at the countrj; elevator. The scale
platform Is lifted by an air hoist to permit the truck to discharge grain at the
end gate by gravity ; a quick method involving a minimum of man labor

their own hauling facilities. Where bulk handling is well established, facilities are available for hauling bulk grain by contract
should it seem desirable.
The 1929 cost of operating bulk equipment on the farms studied is
presented in Table 4.
TTPES AND COST OF BULK-HANDLING EQUIPMENT
BULK-6BAIK TANKS (SCC PP. 14 and 15)

Most of the bulk tanks in use are mounted on the combine. Manufacturers are now giving greater attention to location of the tank
with respect to obtaining a low center of gravity and a more uniform
distribution of the added weight. Consequently bulk combines of
the later models (fig. 6) are much better adapted than were the
former models to use on hilly fields. The auger delivery is almost
as speedy as the gravity system and permits unloading when the
truck or wagon bed is considerably higher than the level of the bottom of the bulk tank. Early attempts at auger delivery were not
wholly satisfactory, but on late-model machines the device seems
thoroughly reliable.

12
TABLE

4.—Cost of operation of equipment essential for harvesting grain in 6«Zfc
in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, 1929
Item

Becords
Capacity
Cost when purchased
Age in 1929
Estimated total life
Cost, 1929, for:
Depreciation *
Repairs
Insurance
License and taxes
Gas, oil, and grease
Interest '
Total
Amount chargeable to bulk handling *
Cost per bushel handled in 1929_

number..
bushels..
dollars..
years..
do
dollars..
do
...do
do
do
do

Bulk tank
on combine

Truck
chassis

55
106.42
2
11

103
{')
1,076.25
3
6

145
86
48.00
3
12

177.12
64.52
9.15
31.40
94.72
41.66

4.78
.44

418. 57

7.44

159.14
1.75

6.92
.08

10.10
.80

do.
do...
cents.

16.42
.12

Truck
box

' 61 were 1-ton trucks; 31 were 1^-ton trucks; 10 were 2-ton trucks, and 1 was a 3-ton truck.
2 Straight-line depreciation was flgiued; a machine having an estimated life of 10 years would have a depreciation charge of one-tenth its original cost during each year of its life.
3 6 per cent interest was charged on the average value of the equipment in 1929.
* Only a portion of the year's expense on truck chassis and truck bed is chargeable to handling grain since
this equipment was used for other purposes during the year.

FiGUEE 6.—A 65-bushel bulk tank on one of the later model combines. The auger
delivery empties the tank In one and one-half to two minutes. The tank Is
mounted directly over the feeder house to secure a low center of gravity. Bulk
or sack attachments are optional on this machine. A tank of this size costs
$150 when bought separately

A homemade bulk tank that empties by gravity is shown in Figure 7. Although its weight is rather evenly distributed, the center
of gravity is necessarily higher than that of the tank shown in
Figure 6.
Bulk tanks bought separately to be installed on sack combines
range in price from $105 to $190 in this region, depending on the
make of the machine and the type and size of the tank (30 to 65
bushels). In selling new combines three out of five manufacturers
furnish bulk or sack attachments at the option of the purchaser.
Two inanufacturers make an added charge for the bulk tank, but
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this charge is lower than when the tank is bouglit separately to attach to a sack machine. The average purchase price of the bulk
tanks mentioned in Table 4 is somewhat low because of the inclusion
of homemade tanks with those bought as standard equipment.
Most of the older
combines were not built
to stand the extra
weight of a tank full of
grain. Care must be
taken to truss these machines when the bulk
tank is added. Truss
rods may add $10 to $25
to the cost of equipping.
Under level or moderately rolling conditions
bulk tanks of the tjrpe
shown in Figure 8 give
satisfaction. This tank
mounted in a heavy
V-shaped frame and
supported above an old
combine wheel, is coupled to the fore part of
the combine. One I
beam is attached in upright position to the
side of the combine near
the left rear wheel, and
another is bolted in horizontal position to the
inner side of the bulk
tank. An ingenious coupling connects the two I
beams and permits the
bulk tank to level vertically and horizontally
entirely independent of
the combine. Sacking
attachments are left on FIGURE 7.—A homemade bulk tank, gravity dump, 92bushel capacity ; cost, $127. Half the weight Is
the machine which may
suspended between the rear wheels of the combine
and half hangs over the left side. The left rear
be easily converted for
wheel has been widened 6 Inches, and a roller bearing has been substituted for the plain bearing. This
either method of hanmachine operated successfully on soft ground and
dling since the bulk
under rather hilly conditions
tank is readily detached.
This type of bulk tank is probably easier on the older combines than on those combines in which the weight is supported directly by the combine frame. Some slight tendency toward side draft
is developed, but the cost of the tank, ($450-$550 as made up in an
eastern Oregon town) is the chief disadvantage. Data obtained on
14 bulk tanks of this type show an average expense of $63.67 per tank
in 1929—almost four times the year's expense on the bulk tanks
shown in Table 4.
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Under level conditions, wagons trailed at the side of combines may
serve as bulk tanks. (Fig. 9.) Empty wagons replace filled ones
which are hauled direct to the shipping point, or the grain may be
transferred to trucks.
TRUCKS POK HATILING

Trucks of 1 to 1^/^ ton
capacity are most commonly used for grain hauling in this region. The
1930 delivered price for a
li^-ton truck of the most
popular make was $750.
This price included dual
wheels and cab but no truck
bed. The second most popular make with similar
equipment retailed at $800
delivered. Four wheels
instead of six were furnished at a reduction of $25
in both cases. Truck beds
for bulk or sack hauling
were built by the grower or
were bought from the local
blacksmith. If the work
is hired done, $40 to $50
may be spent for a truck
box holding TO to 80 bushels
FiGüED S.^^A 100-bushel bulk tank mounted at
of bulk grain. As a result
the side of the machine on an old combine
of the swing toward truck
wheel. Suitable for level and moderately rolling conditions. (See text for more adequate
hauling, country dealers
description)
are frequently overstocked
with bulk wagon boxes. These may sometimes be bought at considerable reductions and cut down to the desired length for truck use.

FiGtJEB 0.—Bulk grain being delivered to a wagon trailed at the side of the combine. The filled wagon Is exchanged for an empty one returned from the shipping point. A simple and efficient metllod for use on level land
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The floor of the box may be oiled or covered with metal to reduce
friction and to speed the flow of grain when being dumped at the
elevator. Growers can equip trucks with flat racks and tight-fltting
sideboards. After hauling is completed, the sideboards are removed
to permit other types of hauling during the year. Especial care must
be exercised in bolting down sideboards, or a leaky truck box results.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the extremes in style of truck-bed
construction. Either would give satisfaction on level land, but the
top-heavy type (fig. 11) would prove dangerous on hillsides similar
to those shown in Figure 12.

10.—A good type of truck box tor hauling bulk grain undei hilly conditions. The shallow box, built unusually wide, provides a low center of gravity
without sacrificing capacity. The cab is omitted for greater safety of the driver
in event of an upset. Welded-steel construction insures against loss of grain by
leakage. Capacity of truck box, 80 bushels ; price, made by blacksmith, estimated at $75

FIGURE

The investigator in Figure 12 is holding a level on a straight
edge at the end of the truck to show how much grain could be carried
without spilling. More than half the capacity of the truck is lost
in operating on hills of this slope. The addition of sideboards
would increase the capacity, but the center of gravity might shift
to a dangerous degree. Under hilly conditions grain must be transferred where slopes will permit combine and truck to contact in
safety. Several contacts may be necessary before the truck has a
full load. The alternative is to take the grain from the combine
with teams and wagons for transfer to trucks at the foot of the
slope.
TBANSFBR BINS

If hills are steep, bulk grain may be taken from the combine with
teams and wagons and elevated into a transfer bin at the foot of the

16
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PiGUBB 11.—A poor type of truck-box construction for any but level conditions.
The too narrow and deep bulk box has a high center of gravity, which Increases
chances for an upset. Dual rear wheels furnish greater traction and tend to
prevent the load from cutting too deeply into the soil
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PlGUEB 12.—The capacity of this truck for hauling bulk grain Is reduced by more
than half by the steepness of the slope. This problem should not be overlooked
when planning to take grain directly from the combine with trucks
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slope. Farms at considerable distance from the shipping point may
employ transfer bins to act as reservoirs, permitting all grain to be
hauled with a single truck. In Figure 13 the gas engine used to
operate the elevating device is placed on top of the bin, out of the

f

1

j

■
9

FiGtiBn 13.—^A hopper-bottom grain-transfer bin mounted on skids to permit moving from time to time, thus making it possible to maintain short hauls from the
combine. Note the unusual location of the gas engine
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FiGDEB 14.—A portable transfer bin showing truck in place ready to be loaded.
The type of elevating device shown costs $150 and up, depending on size and
attachments. The most common size of bin is 400 bushels and material costs
average $50

dust. It is bolted securely in place and needs no attention when the
transfer bin is moved. Vertical elevating devices of the type shown
may be had in lengths varying from 10 to 30 feet at prices ranging
from $75 to $125.
87296°—32

3
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Figure 14 shows the truck in position to receive a load of grain
irom the bin. The wagon jack in the foreground elevates the front
part of the wagon to facilitate dumping at the end gate.
Transfer bins are built with 400 to 500 bushel capacity and materials cost from $40 to $60. Bins of this size will hold nearly all
the grain combined in half a day and thus insure against delay in
case of truck breakdown.
Bins of the general type shown in Figures 15 and 16 are very
satisfactory for use in the hills. The bin is filled and emptied entirely by gravity. Operating costs for bins of this type are much
less than if man labor must be employed and fuel purchased to
operate an elevating device.

FiGUEB 15.—The grower can haul a considerable distance to the shipping point
with only one truclt with this bin as a temporary reservoir. The hillside location permits flUine and emptying the bin by gravity, thus eliminating a gaa engine
and elevating device. Capacity of bin, 1,100 bushels ; cost, $158

A common type of bulk wagon is shown in Figure 17. The owner
has added some simple yet ingenious devices making for greater
safety and more efficient operation under hilly conditions.
SAVINGS THROUGH BULK HANDLING DIRECT TO SHIPPING POINT

The various factors that make up the cost of combining and hauling grain direct to shipping point, by sack and bulk handling
methods, are brought together in Table 5. The cost of using the
combine is not considered; although the weight of the bulk tank
will increase to some extent the expense for gas, oil, and repairs,
the cost per hour of use when figured on the bushel basis would not
be greatly different from cost of operating the combine in sack
harvesting. Savings due to bulk-handling methods in 1929 ranged
from 3.8 to 4.7 cents per bushel, varying with length of haul and
topography. Sixty-eight to eighty-five per cent of the saving on
these farms was due to eliminating the cost of the sacks. If sacks
are used several times and if the grain is bulked at the elevator, sack
cost per bushel is materially reduced and the margin of saving by
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the bulk method is considerably lessened. In 1930 sacks cost 11
cents each, as compared with 13.5 cents in 1929. Had the 1930 sack
price prevailed in 1929, savings due to the bulk method would have
been lowered by 1.11 cents
per bushel. Within reasonable limits, savings effected
by the bulk method wiU tend
to vary directly with the
price of sacks. As sack prices
decrease, savings by bulk
handling likewise diminish;
as sacks increase in price,
savings by bulk handling become increasingly important.
Table 5 indicates an average saving by the bulk method in 1929 of 1.6 cents per
bushel for man labor in combine operation on the farms
studied. This saving is second only to that resulting
from elimination of expense
for the sack and likewise
varies in significance from
year to year with increases
and decreases in the scale of
wages paid. Due chiefly to FiGUBE 16.—A wooden auxiliary roadside bin,
loaded and unloaded by gravity. Capacity,
differences, in cost of man
500 bushels; cost, $20
labor for combine operation,
greater savings per bushel accrue to bulk handling under level conditions than under hilly conditions. On level land the bulk combine

FioüKH 17.—^A wagon used to bring bulk grain to a portable transfer bin where hills
were too steep for trucks to contact the combine directly. The padded 2 by 12
Inch plank may be slipped through strap-Iron brackets to project from either side
of the wagon. The weight of the driver seated at the end of this lever aids In
balancing the load on hillsides. The chute Is for side delivery of grain through,
the floor of the wagon box
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is often operated by a 2-man and infrequently by a l-man crew;
under hilly conditions a larger crew is Usually necessary for efficient
work.
5.—Cost per 'bushel for harvesting saoked and hulked grain under hilly
and level conditions and delivering it to the shipping point; farms in Washingtony Oregon, and Idaho, 1929^

TABLE

Hilly conditions Level conditions

Average

Item of cost

IMan labor cost in operation of combine _ _
T'.xTifiTisp in 1929 of bulk tank on combine
T^et cost of sack Der bushel ^
Hauling cost per bushel (owned trucks, 0-3.9 mile
hauls) 3
____._____--_
-- -Total cost in 1929 4........

_____

Saving per bushel by bulk method: «
0-3 9 mile hauls
4-7 9 mile hauls
8-mile hauls and over
-__ -_

-

.....

Sack

Bulk

Sack

Bulk

Sack

Bulk

Cents
4.61

Cents
3.60
.11

Cents
4.41

Cents
2.67
.12

Cents
4.. 51

Cents
2.91
.12

3.22

""3.22'

"""3.22'

2.84

3.03

2.84

3.03

2.84

3.03

10.67

6.74

10 47

5.82

10 57

6.06

-

4.51
4.57
4.38

4.65
4.71
4.52

3.93
3.99
3.80

-

i These average costs cover all records from which the data shown in previous tables were derived.
2 The cost remaining after the 3-cent premium on sacked wheat is credited on original cost of the sack.
3 No appreciable differences were found between costs of hauling under hilly and level conditions. The
median cost for each group is used.
4 Cost ofuseofcombi^e not considered.
^ ,«^
^
4.-.o r
4.^
5 Savings per bushel vary largely with the price of sacks from year to year. In 1929 sacks cost 13.5 cents
«ach; in 1930 the cost was 11 cents, a difference of 1.11 cents per bushel in net cost of the sack in the two years.
TABLE

6.—Cost in operation of equipment used for farm storage of hulJc grain
in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, 1929
Farm-storage plants
Stationary

Item

Cost, 1929, for—
Depreciation »
Repairs..
Insurance...
Gas, oil, and grease
Interest*..
Total-,
Amount chargeable to bulk-stored grain *
Cost per bushel stored in 1929

Farm
Gas elevatengines ing de-

Metal

Wood

Metal

20
33
number_.
5
---.miles._
,398
bushels..
dollars__ 1,374.08 740.00
.12
.16
do—
13
years..
32
35
_—do...

7
2,844
258.00
.09
5
12

7
11
5,607
646.40
.12
9
30

128.97

16.60
L25

2L81

9.54
L06

27.61

14.13
4.78

49.42

29.51

2L98

49.42

22.59
.18

2L98
.18

Wood
Records——
T)istance to shipping point
Capacity-.—..
—
Cost when purchased....
Investinent per bushel.
Age in 1929..
Estimated total life.......

Portable

dollars.
do...
5°"'"
do--do...

4L 69
2.09
3.55

-do.

100.05

do
cents.

24.73
L61
.65

52.72

97.92
L17

60 01
25.71
.90

43

0)

159. 78
7
18
1L51
4.30
.10

1 70 per cent of the elevating devices were of the drag type, 18 par cent cup type, and 12 per cent blower
type.
212 per cent of these engines were under 3 horsepower in size; 71 per cent were Z-ß horsepower (6 horsepower
being most common), and 17 per cent were over 6 horsepower in size.
, ,., , ,^
,, ,
3 Straight-line depreciation was figured; a machine having an estunated life of 10 years would have a
depreciation charge of one-tenth its original cost during each year of its life. _^
* 6 per cent interest was charged on the average value of the equipment in 1929.
vi 4. i. n
8 Only a portion of the year's expense on stationary storage plants and gas engines is chargeable to DUIK«tored grain since these items were used for other purposes during the year.
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Savings averaged somewhat less on farms having the longer hauls.
This is possible because of the greater difficulty experienced in providing the proper hauling facilities and in timing their operations
to prevent delay.
DISCARDING SACK (EQUIPMENT

There have been comparatively few actual discards of sacking
equipment in cases in which growers have shifted to bulk handling.
In some cases sacking attachments on the combine have been sold.
Growers who occasionally do custom work, preserve their sack equipment so they can use any method of harvesting the customer wishes.
Others leave the sacking attachments on the combine as insurance

FiGüRB 18.—^Thls grower's tractor was too small to pull Ms converted sack combine after the addition of a bulk tank whlcb held over 2% tons of grain. Four
horses were hooked between the combine and the tractor to provide extra power.
The sacrifice of this tractor for a larger one would add materially to the grower's
cost of shifting from sack to bulk handling

against delay, and many sack seed wheat for storage. A few growers
replaced sack with bulk equipment only when the sack combine was
ready to be discarded, thus reducing to a minimum the expense in
making the shift.
Growers who replace horses with tractors, although still handling
grain in sacks, may be confronted with the problem illustrated in
Figure 18 if they shift to bulk-handling methods.
COST OF OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT FOR FARM STORAGE

Storage of bulk grain on the farm has not been practiced extensively over most of the region studied. The limited data available
are presented in Table 6.
The cost of constructing farm-storage plants depends largely on
the material of construction, capacity of storage, convenient supply
of sand, gravel, and water, current price of lumber and labor, and
whether the work is hired done or family labor utilized. Investments
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per bushel in Table 6 are low because of the inclusion of second-hand
with new equipment.
At prices current in 1930, 500-bushel portable metal bins cost $90
to $150 (an investment of 18 to 30 cents per bushel), depending on
gage of metal used. Portable metal bins of 1,000 bushel capacity
cost $125 to $200 (12.5 to 20 cents investment per bushel), depending on gage and quality of metal used. Foundations add $15 to $35
to the costs given above, depending on the type used.® At prices
current in 1930 the investment in wooden farm elevators would range
from 20 to 35 cents per bushel. Concrete farm storage at an iavestment of 40 to 50 cents per bushel seems prohibitive under most
conditions.
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10.—A completely equipped farm-storage plant located on an Improved
road which Insures wheat delivery at any season. The capacity Is 16,000 bushels ;
cost, $7,000 ; investment per bushel, 44 cents. Such investments bring too heavy
a burden of overhead expense on all but the larger farms

FIGURE

Figure 19 illustrates one type of farm elevator. No expense
was spared in constructing this plant and in providing every facility
for efficient handling. The resultant investment of 44 cents per
bushel saddles the grain enterprise with an unwarranted burden
of overhead expense.
The plant shown in Figure 20 is well adapted to hilly conditions.
Filling and emptying the storage is accomplished entirely by gravity,
thus eliminating all expense involved in the operation and maintenance of an elevating device. The bin is filled by unloading wagons
or trucks from the platform shown in the upper left-hand corner
of the illustration. By driving under the small addition to the main
storage bin, trucks are speedily loaded from the delivery spouts
located there. This plant is of " crib " construction, the walls being 6
inches thick and built up by placing 2 by 6's on top of each other.
With less than half the investment per bushel of the plant shown in
Figuré 19, this elevator is operated with greater efficiency and at less
cost. Figure 21 illustrates a similar plant of metal construction.
« KELLET, M. A. R., and BOEBNEK, E. G.
Dept. Agr. Farmers' Bui. 1636, 46 p., lllu's.

FARM BULK STORAGE FOR SMALL GRAINS.

1930.

TJ. S.
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FiGüRB 20.—^A permanent farm-storage plant for hilly conditions, filled and emptied
by grayity. The concrete floor has considerable slope, giving an easy flow to the
delivery spouts. Opposite walls are reinforced with tie rods. Capacity of plant,
25,000 bushels ; cost, $5,000

Tractors have replaced horses on many farms in this region.
Under these conditions, well-constructed horse barns frequently stand
unused. Some growers have
converted lofts of such barns
into storage places for bulk
grain at comparatively little
expense.
GAS KNGINES AND ELEVATING
DEVICES

The size of gas engine used
with elevating devices in farm
storage depends to some extent on the nature of other
work for which the engine
may be used during the year.
Over two-thirds of the gas
engines used were 3 to 6
horsepower in .size; 6 horsepower was the most common.
Delivered prices for gas engines on skids in the region
during 1930 were : 1^^ horsepower, $70 to $90; 3 horsepower, $110 to $130; 6 horsepower, $190 to $210. If blowers are used instead of cup or
drnfr
plpvator«
uiag eievAiois,
3 horsepower
quired.
One

ad, inuumum
miniirmm 01
of
is usually reblower ¿anu-

FIGUBE 21.—A gravity load and unload farmstorage
plant
of metal
^j^^ j^^j^^
^Q^Q
bushels,construction.
used steel Bach
bins
were bought and placed in the hillside on
concrete foundations at a total cost ot $300
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facturer recommends an 8-horsepower engine. Some growers have
used the motors from old automobiles to avoid the outlay for new
gas engines.
Types of elevating devices in use are illustrated in Figures 14 and
22. All-metal portable elevators of the drag type (fig. 14) cost $150
and up, depending on the size and the attachments furnished. The
type shown in Figure 22 sells for $100 to $130, depending on the size.
Blowers of eastern manufacture retail at $160 to $180, delivered.

FiGOBti ,22.-:-Tliis type of portable farm elevator Is made In the Paèiflc Northwest
at pi-Ices ranging from $100 to-$130,, depending on size. A flexible spout and a
small lopper can be furnished as extras. Gas engines will add $70 or more to
thé investment, depending on the horsepower

Garje should be exercised in purchasing elevating equipment to match
the elevating device with the proper unit of power to insure transferring the grain with th^ Hiâximutia of speed and efficiency.
FEASIBILITY OF FARM STpRAGE OF BULK GRAIN
This study included Í47 growers who were bulking their grain.
Only 69, or about 47 per cent, were equipped with stationary farmstorage plants. Forty-four of these sixty-ni ne, or approximately 30
per cent of the men handling grain in bulk, were actually using farmstorage facilities.
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Factors that have retarded the develbpment of farm storage in this
region may be listed as follows:
In many cases, road conditions almost compel hauling at harvest
time. With the coming of fall rains delivery of farm-stored grain
would be uncertain, and advantageous opportunities for sale might
be sacrificed. Although roads are constantly being improved, most
growers must still haul at least part of the distance over dirt roads.
Growers who store grain at the country shipping point are issued
warehouse receipts that are acceptable to bankers as collateral for
loans. No receipts are issued on farm-stored grain in Washington,
Oregon, and Idaho, which makes it very difficult to obtain loans on
grain that is stored on the farm.
Many farm-storage plants were built during the World War when
prices lor grain sacks were very high. Most of these plants were inconvenient as it was necessary to shovel out much of the grain when
the bins were emptied. Entrance of rain and snow because of faulty
construction caused grain to spoil. Most of the idle storage plants
to-day are of these earlier types.
Bulk grain must be handled twice when stored on the farm as
compared with a single handling when trucked directly from combine
to shipping point.
The investment in permanent farm-storage facilities is sufficiently
great to prove a retarding inñuence in itself, and on the smaller
farms the resultant burden of overhead expense is not easily borne.
Much of the region is farmed by tenants. Under these conditions
neither landlord nor tenant cares to stand the expense of a permanent improvement.
Most growers must sell part of the crop at harvest time to meet
expenses; hence a tendency develops to deliver the entire crop at
that time.
The following may be mentioned as advantages in storing grain
on the farm :
Hauling to the shipping point may be done with family labor and
owned equipment after the rush period is over. Growers on the
smaller farms frequently exchange work during the harvest season.
Adequate hauling facilities are often provided in these ways without
resorting to farm storage.
If a longer hauling period can be allowed, one truck can haul the
crop normally hauled by two trucks direct from combine to shipping
point.
Farm storage would tend to slow the present rush of bulk grain
to the terminals at harvest time. If a sufficient volume of grain
were held back, the present depressing effect of temporary gluts on
price might be avoided.
The visible supply of grain at terminal points would be reduced.
The identity of the grain would be preserved, and premiums could
be realized for high quality.
COST OF TRANSFERRING FROM COMBINE TO FARM STORAGE

Nearly all growers who were using farm storage transferred the
grain from combine to storage with teams and wagons. Table 7
presents the average cost per bushel for this job on the farms studied.
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The costs of 2.17 and 2.78 cents per bushel are nearly as great as the
cost for hauling direct to shipping point, which is about 3 cents per
bushel for the average haul. Data were not available for figuring
costs in those instances in which the grain is transferred to farm
storage with trucks. It seems likely that the cost would be equally
great if not greater.
TABLE

7.—Cost of transferring hulk gram Ip wagon from combine to farm
storage in Washington Oregon, amd Idaho, 1929
Item

Farms.-.._
_.
Wagons used per farm
Distance to farm storage
Time required for hauling, per farm
Cost of haul to farm storage i
Quantity hauled
_.
Cost per bushel for haul

__

._

Level land Hilly land
number
do_—
mileshoursdoUars-bushels
cents--

15
1.6
.70
120
191.92
8,824
2.17

13
2
.66
154
295.60
10,639
2.78

1 Cost includes charge for use of wagon and wages for teams and drivers.

Trucks that haul bulk grain from farm storage are not dependent
on combine operation as is the case when bulk grain is taken directly
from the machine. It is doubtful, however, except where farm-storage bins are emptied entirely by gravity, if loading the truck from
the bin could be accomplished as rapidly as loading directly from
the combine. Under these conditions the average cost of hauling
from farm storage to town would probably not be greatly different
from the cost of hauling directly from the combine to town. Data
are insufficient to determine this point statistically. In any event,
farm.storage introduces an extra handling which must operate to
increase costs above what they would be if the grain were handled
but once.
ESTIMATED COST OP FARM STORAGE

Various items of expense incurred in 1929 for storing bulk grain
on the farms studied are assembled in Table 8. Costs of 4.24 and
4.89 cents per bushel were incurred, the higher cost being for storage
under hilly conditions. Commercial rates for storing bulk grain at
the shipping point are 10 cents per ton per month after the first 30
days. Storage charges for the first 30 days are included in the
charge of $0.75 to $1.25 per ton made for handling the grain. The
grower who stores grain on the farm would be subject to this handling charge whenever he sold his crop. At these rates, commercial
storage for the entire 1929 year would have cost $1.10 per ton or 3.3
cents per bushel, which is considerably cheaper than costs! for farm
storage on the farms studied. After the farm-storage plant is paid
for, however, out-of-pocket expense for farm storage in a given year
would probably be less than the cost of commercial storage.
Under normal conditions grain is seldom stored for a 12-month
period. In storing commercially the grower would pay only for the
actual time stored. The investment in farm storage must be borne
for the full 12 months regardless of the period of actual use. The
average farm on which farm-storage data were available produced
8,000 to 11,000 bushels of grain per year. Apparently considerably
larger production is necessary before farm storage would cost less
per busnel than commercial storage at the track.
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8.—Estimated coat per tuahel of farm storaffe on farms producing 8,000 to
11,000 bushels of grain in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, 1929 *
Item

mily land

Expense for year on farm storage planta—
Expense on gas engine for elevating grain (Table 6)
Expensé for year on elevating device (Table 6)
Hauling with teams, combine to storage (Table 7)..
Man to operate elevating device»
Total <

.—

1 Insurance on grain in farm storage would add a small amount to cost as shown.
2 Weighted average cost of all stationary storage plants shown in Table'6.
3 Wage used was 45 cents per hour including board.
* Commercial storage at the country shipping point would cost 10 cents per ton per month after the first
30 days. Such storage for the 1929 year would have cost $1.10 per ton or 3.3 cents per bushel as compared
with cost given above.

Over much of the region studied weather conditions are such
that ground storage of bulk grain might be used for short periods
without great loss. An excerpt from a recent California stndj is of
interest.
The storage problem is greatly simplified in this State, particularly for
farmers just making the change in their handling method, by reason of the
fact that it is practical for grain to be stored on the ground for as long as
three months following harvest. Where hard, level ground is selected and
cleaned of vegetation, there is no grain waste of consequence. The chances
of loss from fire and moisture are practically eliminated in grain so stored.
Even in the middle-western states where light summer showers are common,
grain is stored temporarily on the ground without great loss. Some California farmers have practiced ground storage for the past few years and
under their marketing plan of selling the grain during or immediately after
harvest, it has been shown that temporary or emergency storage on the ground
is practical. * * * Where grain is to be sold during or soon after harvest
special farm storage structures, except for farm seed and feed, are of doubtful
economy.***
HAULING DIRECT FROM FARM TO CAR

A few growers throughout the region are installing facilities at
near-by sidings for loading out their own cars of grain. In most
cases trucks bring the grain directly from the combine to the siding,
where it is immediately loaded and shipped to market. Figure 23
illustrates one grower's track-loading equipment. The 250-bushel
bin holds three to four truck loads of grain. Larger bins, such as
that shown in Figure 24, provide better insurance against delaying
combine operation in case the cars are not delivered to the siding
in time. The main advantages in this practice lie in preserving the
identity of high-quality grain, in reducing handling charges, and
in a possible shortening of hauling distance if the farm is located
near the railroad.
This attempt of the grower to perform his own marketing services
may have the following disadvantages :
Terminal weights and grades must be accepted. Where grain is
graded at the shipping point additional gradings by different parties
Taay be resorted to if the first grade seems unsatisfactory. In most
•ases of track loading the gram is not weighed till the terminal is
^^ BAINER, R., and LONG, J, D.
TT. Col. Ext. Circ. 47, p. [3]-4.
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reached. This condition introduces the possibility of large losses
should the car be wrecked and the grain lost in transit.
Although rail service is constantly improving there is a possibility
of car shortages, especially in the later harvesting districts.

23.—Blowing grain Into the car at a grower's track-loading plant. The
truck runs up the Incline to permit unloading by gravity from the end gate.
Power for the blower is furnished by a belt take-off from the rear tire of a secondhand automobile that cost $50. The blower cost |162.50 and the 250-bushel
hopper bottom bin cost $125

FIGURE

FIGIIEE 24.—A farmer's 1,500-bushel bin for track loading. The grain is hauled
directly from the combine and put Into the car by using a blower or elevating
device. The bin is large enough to hold a day's cut if delivery of car is delayed.
The gas engine and blower cost $161.50 and the bin cost $271

The practice promotes haphazard marketing and adds to the
volume of grain that floods the terminals at harvest time, with a
consequent temporary depressing effect on price.
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Most growers who practice track loading have no farm-storage
facilities ; this means tnat they must sell at the time the bulk grain
is harvested or place it in commercial storage. In the latter event
the unused investment in track-loading facilities adds a double
burden to handling costs for the year.
Grain loaded into cars by means of blowers is likely to be cracked
and to be docked on that account. The cracking is usually not the
fault of the blower but occurred because of the farmer's inexperience
in setting up and operating the equipment.
Occasionally the practice of consigning track-loaded grain to dealers at terminal points, the usual practice, results in loss to the grower.
RETARDING INFLUENCES IN SHIFTING TO BULK HANDLING
The problem of bulk versus sack handling of grain is not new in
the Pacific Northwest. In the past, interest in making the shift
has increased and diminished with changing prices for sacks. Previous studies have indicated savings in handling grain in bulk from
the time it leaves the combine until it is loaded on ships for export.
The results of this study show farm savings of 3.8 to 4.7 cents per
bushel where the grain is bulked directly from combine to shipping
point. If such worth-while savings may be eflFected by shifting from
sack to bulk handling why have growers been so slow in changing
to the more efficient practice? A number of influences which have
operated throughout the region to retard the shift are discussed in
the following paragraphs.
CONVERTING SACKED TO BULK GRAIN BY " CUTTING-IN "

A considerable portion of the bulk grain loaded out at the shipping
point is received at the country elevator in sacks. A grower who
expects a crop of 2,000 sacks may purchase 500, which are filled four
times during the season. The sacks are filled and emptied three
times, and the grain is sold in bulk. The last time the sacks are
filled they are not " cut-in " but are sold as sacked grain. The term
" cutting-in " developed because the twine or wire with which the
sack is sewed or tied is cut and the sacks are dumped for reuse.
(Fig. 25.)
The number of times the sack is used varies from two to eight,
three or four fillings being the most common. By cutting-in, the
grower may sell bulk grain with no changes in organization of his
harvest crew or equipment as used for sacking. The practice effectively reduces the sack cost, which is the most significant saving to be
gained by bulk handling. No reduction in the drudgery of harvest
work is gained by cutting-in. The practice tends to cause congestion
at the country elevator, where bulk trucks are held in line while
sacks are dumped.
Table 9 shows the influence of price of sack, number of times used,
and whether it is sewed or tied on cost per bushel for the sack. Sack
cost per bushel decreases with number of times the sack is used.
Sewed sacks cost less per bushel than tied sacks, since approximately
25 pounds more grain is put in the sewed sack at each filling. Sixtyeight to eighty-five per cent of the saving effected on the farm by the
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bulk method in 1929 was due to elimination of the expense for sacks.
Savings in bulking are, therefore, largely dependent on the price of
sacks from year to year. Although prices have fluctuated widely in
the past, it seems reasonable to expect that a continuance of present
prices or possible further reductions will discourage marked increases
in bulk handling which would eventually eliminate the demand
for sacks.
Under extremely hilly conditions, where considerable diflSiculty
might be experienced in taking bulk grain from the combine with
either trucks or teams, cutting-in in the field may be practiced. The
grower purchases a small quantity of high-quality sacks which may
be used for several years and the tied sacks are " cut " into bulk
wagons or trucks before the grain is hauled to the elevator, thus relieving congestion at that point. The grower would need only to

PiGtJBB 25.—Bulking sacked grain at the country elevator by the •'cuttlng-in "
process. The same sacks are used several times during the season. Sack cost
for the year is reduced, but the system is wasteful of man labor and causes congestion at elevator, as bulk trucks are held in line waiting to unload

purchase a few sacks and provide a bulk-grain box for the truck or
wagon. This practice has the further advantage that the grain can
be left in the sacks if at any time the elevator at the shipping point
breaks down or is unable to handle the entire volume of bulk grain
delivered to it.
WHEAT-VAKIETY SITUATION

The number of varieties and classes of wheat grown in an area has
considerable effect on the bulk-handling problem. If several classes
are grown, more bins are needed in elevators to prevent mixing the
grain. The cost of elevator construction and operation increases with
the number of bins provided. In most elevators, varieties within a
given class of wheat are dumped together, the main attempt being
to keep classes and grades of wheat separate. Over half the wheat
acreage in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho produces white wheats,
over one-fourth hard red winter wheat, and the crop of most of the
remainder is divided between soft red winter and hard red spring
wheats.
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9.—Factors influencinç net cost per hushel for sack Q/nA twine m harvesting dt; sack and " cut-in " methods in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

TABLE

Sewed sacks usedItem
Once

Twice

Tied sacks used—
Four
times

Three
times

Twice

Three
times

Four
times

Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels
2.25
6.75
9.00
4.08
4.50
7.75
5.92

Grain per sack i
Cost, in 1929, of:
Sack
Twine 2

Cents
13.50
.50

Cents
13.50
1.00

Cents
13.50
1.50

Cents
13.50
2. CO

Cents
13.50
1.00

Cents
13.50
1.50

Cents
13.50
2.00

Total
Premium on sacked grain 3
Net cost of sack and twine, 1929.
Net cost per bushel, 1929
Net cost per bushel:
When sacks cost 11 cents * as in 1930.
When sacks cost Scents
When sacks cost 20 cents

14.00
6.75
7.25
3.22

14.50
6.75
7.75
1.72

15.00
6.75
8.25
1.22

15.50
6.75
8.75
.97

14.50
6.75
7.75
1.90

15.00
6.75
8.25
1.39

15.50
6.75
8.75
1.13

2.11
.78
6.11

1.17
.50
3.17

.85
.41
2.19

.69
.36

1.29
.55
3.49

.97
.46
2.49

.81
.42
1.97

1 Tied sacks estimated at 110 pounds of grain per sack; sewed sacks 135 pounds. "Cut-in" grain assumed to be sent out as sacked grain the last time sack is filled.
2 If sacks are tied, same string might be saved and used over, thus reducing twine costs below those shown.
3 A premium of 3 cents per bushel is paid for sacked wheat over the price of similar wheat in bulked condition. The amount of this premium is determined by the Pacific Northwest Grain Dealer's Association
and is subject to some variation. It has remained at 3 cents per bushel for a number of years. For all ' ' cutin" grain the bulk price would be paid. On the last filling with the grain sold in the sack^ the 3-cent differential on sacked grain would be allowed. Figuring 2.25 bushels per sack, this premium is 6.75 cents per
sack.
4 Average cost of a sack in this area in 1930.

The tendency toward standardization of varieties on the farms
studied in the three States is shown in Table 10. Of the 97 Oregon
growers interviewed, nearly one-half were growing but a single
variety of wheat. Of 78 Idaho growers interviewed, slightly less
than one-fifth were producing a single variety and over one-fourth
were growing three varieties per farm.
The recognized varieties of wheat grown on the farms studied in
each State are listed in Table 11. As the varieties grown vary considerably in different districts within each State, the varietal
situation must be considered separately by each locality.
TABLE

10.—Percentage of farmers interviewed who produced stated number of
varieties of wheat, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, 1929
Percentage producingState

Washington
Oregon
Idaho.

Farmers
interviewed

Number
139
97
78

One variety

Four or
Two va- Three va- more
varities
rities
rieties

Per cent
39
46
18

Per cent
45
48
44

Per cent
12

Per cent

27

EFFECT OF TENANCY

A considerable part of the region studied is farmed by tenants.
In some leases the tenant agrees to furnish sacks for the entire crop
and to haul the landlord's grain to a shipping point. Under such an
agreement the landlord naturally prefers his share of the crop in the
sack since a premium of 3 cents a bushel is allowed for sacked grain
over bulk grain of a similar grade.
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TABíLB

11.-—Variety and class of wheat grown Inf ^^á farmerSy Washington,
Oregon, and Idaho, 1929
Percentage of farmers growing
the variety
Class and variety
Washing- Oregon
ton

Winter:
Albit
Baart
Pacific Bluestem
Quality
Federation
Fortyfold
Hybrid 128 (club)
Hybrid 143 (club)
Jenkin (club)
White Odessa
Soft red winter:
Jones Fife
Red Russian
Triplet
Hard red winter:
Mosida
Ridit
Turkey
Hard red spring:
Marquis
Red Bobs
Miscellaneous ^

TVrnrA th an t.wn np.r farm

_

. _
.

-.

.-

-- -

. .

_.

Per cent

27
6
13

62
27
16

9

6

9
■

.-_
-

Per cent
29
17
3

-

-

-

2
43

FarmPTS rpnort.ini?

3
61
15
17
8
22
3

7
36

3
15.8

1
6.2

7
10
10
38.5

Number
114

Number
89

Number
59

3
-

Per cera
7

39
8

24
16
29

Idaho

1 other varieties, each grown by less than 2 per cent of the group.
WAREHOUSE AND ELEVATOR FACILITIES AT SHIPPING POINT

Possibly the greatest single factor retarding the adoption of bulkhandling methods on the farm has been the lack of adequate storage
and handling facilities for bulk grain at the country shipping point.
Although a few country stations have adequate facilities, the greater
part of the region has made little progress in developing such
facilities.
The old-line grain companies which have served this region for
many years have made investments in facilities for handling sacked
grain. Naturalljr they hesitate to sacrifice these investments and
provide bulk facilities at greatly increased costs.
Most of the earlier elevators were erected by farmer organizations.
A number of these ventures proved unsuccessful, and some of the
elevators are now operated by private interests which often purchased them at a considerable discount from the original cost.
Although investments in bulk facilities are much greater than those
in sack handling (Table 12), competition for trade is such that rates
for handling and storing bulked and sacked grain are usually the same
at any country station. Many elevators are further handicapped
because the grower stores his grain for long periods, thus preventing
a greater turnover on elevator capacity. This condition has been
changed in some localities by charging a second handling fee if grain
is stored longer than 12 months.
Most of the concrete elevators were erected about 1918, but the investment per bushel of capacity (Table 12) is not greatly different
from the investment that would obtain if the elevator had beçn built
in 1930,
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12.—Itwestment in bulk elevators wnA m sack tmrehouseg for storing
grain at the country shipping point in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, 1929 *

TABI-B

46 sack
40 wooden 19 concrete
elevators
eleyators warehouses

Item
Original cost of building and equipment.
Capacity
Investment per bushel of capacity

dollars.
bushels.
cents.

18,937.95
65,602
28.87

38,779.30
88,947

8,395.37
102,224
8.21

I Elevators averaged 13 years old and warehouses 21 years.

Lack of sufficient turnover would appear to be the greatest weakness
in elevator operation in the Pacific Northwest. Table 13 shows the
present relation of turnover to capacity and the effect on investment
per bushel handled if greater volumes of grain were cared for each

FiGUBB 26.—^Farmers' cooperative elevator at a country shipping point. Facilities are provided for handling both sack and bulk grain. Scarcity of such facilitiea In the Pacific Northwest tends to retard the shift to bulk handling on
the farm

season. _ The experience of many operators here and in Canada
would indicate that, for a safe margin of profit, an elevator should
handle a minimum of three times its capacity. Several of the more
successful growers' elevators (fig. 26) do not depend entirely on quantity of grain handled for revenue. The grain is cleaned and skillfully
mixed, thus raising its grade before it is sold.
TABLE

13.—Effect of quantity of gram handled on the investment in elevators
at country shipping point in Washington-, Oregon, and Idaho
Item

Original cost of buildine and equipment
dollars..
Caoacltv
Grain handled per season
do
Turnover in terms of capacity
number..
Investment per bushel of capacity
cents..
Investment per bushel handled
do
Investment per bushel handled if turnover had been three times the capacity

29 wooden 14 concrete
elevators
elevators
19,980.17
66,244
100,462
1.52
30.16
19.89

39,916.91
92,143
122,679
1.33
43.32
32.54

10.05

14 44
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Data obtained during 1930 from contractors in the region indicate
the following range in investments per bushel of capacity for the
various types of grain-handling facilities :

y
Investment per bushel
Bulk-handling facilities:
of capacity, cents
Concrete elevators, fully equipped
,
40 to 50
Wooden elevators (crib construction), fully equipped
25 to 35
Converted flat warehouses, fully equipped in addition to original
investment in flat warehouse
— 8 to 13
Sack-handling facilities: Flat warehouse fully equipped (figs. 2T
and 28)
9 to 14
CONVERSION OF SACK WAREHOUSES

A limited number of flat warehouses have been converted to handle
bulk grain in the region studied. Bulk-handling facilities are thus
provided at low cost, and the investment in sack warehouses is

FiaoEB 27.—A typical warehouse for storing sacked grain at a country shipping
point In the Pacific Northwest. Cheaply but sturdily constructed at an average
Investment of 9 to 14 cents per bushel for 100,000-bushei capacity

utilized rather than sacrificed. Bins are constructed of 2 by 4 inch
and 2 by 6 inch material on the floor of the old sack house. Delivery
of grain to the horizontal row of bins is accomplished by augers
or by a gravity system. (Fig. 29.) Earlier attempts at this type of
construction were not wholly satisfactory. The concentration of
great weight on a limited amount of floor space caused the floors to
settle. This in turn caused shafting and conveyor systems to get
out of line and bind, giving considerable trouble. Cribbing in the
bins spread apart and grain leaks developed. Extensive repairs had
to be made to the foundations to remedy these defects.
By properly reinforcing foundations with concrete, by mounting
shafting and conveyor systems on independent foundations to permit
settling of the floor without damage to them, and by tie-rodding and
reinforcing bins, much more satisfactory results have been obtained
in houses converted more recently.
Experience with this type of bulk facility in California is summarized as follows:
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structurally sound sack warehouses may be converted into storages for bulk
grain but the few instances in which this has been done in California have not
proven entirely successful. A great deal of attention must be directed toward
securing the proper design and construction ; remodeling should be undertaken
only after mature deliberation and consideration of the salvage value of the
warehouse for other purposes.

FiGUKB 28.—Sacked grain piled outside after the wareliouse was flUed to capacity.
Grain in sacks lends Itself readily to such temporary-storage measures

29.—A sack warehouse converted to handle bulk grain. Bulk facilities were
provided by adding 8 to 13 cents per bushel to the Investment. The high elevator leg permits gravity distribution to individual bins

FIGURE

In the instances where warehouses have been remodeled the costs have been
practically as great as for new construction and the facilities provided inferior."

Those who contemplate the conversion of sack houses would do
well to visit plants already converted to obtain a first-hand knowledge of the possibilities and the construction problems involved.
" BAINBII, R'., and LONG, J. D. Op. cit., p. 6-7.
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FACILITIES FOR HANDLING BULK GRAIN AT TERMINAL POINTÖ

The total capacity for storage of bulk grain at terminal points in
Washington and Oregon is äightly less than 13,000,000 bushels.
(Table 14.) Eeceipts of all wheat in 1927 (the year of heaviest
receipts in the 1923-1929 period), were over six times this bulk
capacity. Over half the available bulk space is in private storage;
it is owned by mills that process the grain by converting much of it
into flour and feed before it enters trade channels. (Fig. 30.) This
tends to reduce the speed with which private bulk storage can be
emptied and refilled. Temporary shortages in bulk facilities at
these terminal points have already been experienced. With but few
bulk elevators at country shipping points and still fewer available
farm-storage plants, it would seem possible to overtax present terminal facilities for handling the bulk grain of this region should a
rapid change to bulk handling take place on the farm.

FiGUED 30.—A large terminal elevator on the Paclflc coast, equipped to handle
bulk and sack grain. Both fiour and whole grains are exported
TABLE

14.—Storage capacity for lulk and sack grain, at terminal points in
Washington and Oregon, 1930 ^
Private storage

Public storage

Bulk

Sack

Bulk

1,000
bushels
2,896
2,331

1,000
bushels
665
2,276

1,000
bushels
1,867
2,000
1,200
650
386

1,000
bushels
3,260
1,000
1,000

2,830

6,102

AU storage

Location

Seattle, Wash.

Pnrtlflnrt, Orp.^

Tacoma, Wash
Longview, Wash

1,626

Total

6,751

Total
capacity
bulk and
sack

Bulk

Sack
1,000
bushels
3,806
3,276
1,000

15

1,000
bushels
4,762
4,331
1,200
2,175
385

is

1,000
bushels
8,667
7,606
2,200
2,175
400

5,266

12,863

8,095

20,948

JSack

' Compiled from the following: SCHOENFELD, W. A., and DENNEE, J. S. A COMPENDIUM OF WHEAT
STATISTICS (OF INTEREST TO THE PACIFIC NOETHWEST). 162 p. Seattle, Wash. 1929. [Mimeographed.]
(Figures brought up to date for 1930.)
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Possibly the greatest appeal that bulk handling makes to the grain
grower is its elimination of the ardous labor involved in handling
grain in sacks. In observing the harvest opeirations of neighboring
farmers who are bulking their grain, the difference in expenditure of
physical energy is obvious.
When times are hard and every effort is being made to reduce cash
outlay, savings by the bulk method in eliminating the sizable bill
for sacks also prove highly attractive.
With normal conditions of yield, savings in the cost of man labor
when bulking grain are of considerable significance. The importance of this factor varies from farm to farm and from year to
year. When yields are light, the size of combine crews is reduced
whether they operate sack or bulk combines. Under some organizations the number of men necessary, at a given time, for Candling
grain in bulk may equal or exceed the number used for operating
sack combines of the same size. This is because of the necessity of
maintaining a hauling crew working in conjunction with the operation of the bulk combine. Under sack-handling methods the hauling
operation is entirely independent, and part of the combine crew is
often utilized to haul the sacked grain after the rush work is completed. On the other hand, the bulk-handling system frequently
permits those members of the family who lack the physical requirements for handling sacks, to replace the robust hired hands necessary
when sack-harvesting methods are used. Although yields vary from
year to year and the amount of available family labor is not a constant factor, it is safe to assume that the entire cost of man labor,
as well as out-of-pocket expense for this item, will in most instances
be less when the grain is handled in bulk.
Shifting to bulk handling is very much easier, and greater savings
result, where the land is level or only gently rolling. Corroborative
of the efficacy of the bulk-handling system under favorable ground
conditions is its widespread use in the comparatively level wheatproducing areas of the Middle West.
Large areas of wheat land in the Pacific Northwest are very rolling; here the conversion to bulk handling presents some very difficult
problems. A considerable number of growers have surmounted these
difficulties and have developed satisfactory bulk-handling equipment
on their farms. It may be said, however, that smaller savings have
resulted where growers in hilly regions have shifted from sack to
bulk handling than where the shift has been made by growers with
farms on level land.
Although bulk-handling equipment is still in the process of experimentation, some progress is being made in the development of equipment satisfactory for use on steep slopes. Steep slopes with light
porous soils present the most difficult problem. Under such conditions the bulk combine tends to cut deeply into the soil, presenting
draft and traction problems that are not easily overcome. Combine
wheels may need to be widened, additional horses or larger tractors
may be required, and it may be necessary to lighten loads of grain
in the bulk tank. Where slopes are extremely steep additional in-
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vestments in equipment and added labor expense are incurred in
transferring the grain from combine to trucks for the haul to the
shipping point. Before investing, growers who operate where slopes
are steep and who plan to shift to bulk handling should assure themselves that the contemplated equipment is adapted to their own
conditions.
Bulk-handling machinery for use on level land has long since
passed through the experimental stage and reached the point at which
satisfactory performance may be expected from most equipment
offered for sale.
If grain is bulked directly from combine to shipping point, little
outlay is necessary in converting sack equipment into bulk equipment.
With the present meager facilities for storing and handling grain in
bulk at most country shipping points, however, relatively few growers
can enjoy this simple organization without quickly overtaxing their
shipping facilities. Any sizable volume of bulk grain delivered to
small country elevators must be immediately loaded out and shipped
to market to make room in the elevator for new supplies as they arrive
from the farm. This practice tends to produce temporary gluts at
terminal points and a consequent depressing effect on price.
It seems apparent that adequate facilities for storing and handling
bulk grain must be developed at the country shipping point or
growers must erect their own farm-storage plants. It has been shown
that farm storage is more expensive for the grower on the averagesized farm than is storage at commercial rates at the country shipping point. It has been demonstrated that the investment in the
farm-storage plant, with its attendant upkeep expense and the extra
labor involved in additional handlings of the grain, materially
reduces, and in some cases eliminates, savings that might otherwise
accrue with the bulk-handling method. The inability to obtain loans
on farm-stored grain and the lack of an entirely adequate system of
improved roads that would permit delivery of grain at any season of
the year, are factors still further discouraging farm storage.
Probably the most plausible solution of the problem lies in the
erection of adequate bulk-handling facilities at the country shipping
point. The grain trade through the entire region has made its investments primarily in warehouses and equipment for handling sacked
grain. To relinquish a profitable business in the sale and handling
of sacks and, in addition, provide much more expensive facilities for
handling grain in bulk in order that the grower may follow a more
efficient method of handling grain on the farm, would be expensive
for the trade. In a few areas where growers have largely shifted to
bulk handling, established dealers have found it necessary to provide
bulk-handling facilities in order to keep their trade. Such pressure,
however, will not exist until the majority of growers in any community have made the shift. It seems more probable that such construction will be delayed until growers are financially able to erect
facilities by cooperative effort.
An ultimate shift to bulk handling over much of this region is
desirable and may be expected, but the change should proceed
cautiously, care being exercised to coordinate the movement so that
bulk-handling facilities at country shipping points and terminal
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markets shall keep pace with increasing volumes of bulk grain received from the farm.
SUMMARY
Though grain is now shipped in bulk from terminal points in
Washington and Oregon, over 60 per cent of the wheat crop of 1929
received at Columbia Eiver and Puget Sound terminals arrived in
sacks. This study sought to determine the relative economy of bulk
and sack handling methods under prevailing conditions by assembling the experience of 316 growers and other available information.
Man-labor cost of combine operation was less under the bulkhandling method than under the sack-handling method. On an
average the labor saving amounted to 1.6 cents per bushel in 1929.
Sack handling usually requires one or two more men per crew. The
bulk-handling method requires less physical exertion so that boys
of the family and men beyond their prime may do the work and save
part of the out-of-pocket expense incurred if hired help were needed
for the heavier work involved in sack handling.
Hauling grain in bulk is easier but not cheaper than hauling sacked
grain. Comparable figures for short hauls in owned trucks were
2.84 cents per bushel for sacked grain and 3.03 cents per bushel for
bulk grain. The advantage gained in ease of loading and unloading
is lost in most cases in the tending operation. Contract hauling cost
somewhat more per unit per mile except for short hauls of sacked
grain. Losses of grain were considered by growers who had used
both methods to be greater in sack handling than in bulk harvesting.
Significant delays were encountered in harvesting operations relatively more often by farmers harvesting with bulk equipment than
by those harvesting with sack equipment, and the average time lost
by those reporting time lost was larger.
Four times as much labor is needed to load a 40-ton car with
sacked grain as is needed to load bulk grain.
Cost of converting sack-harvesting equipment to bulk handling
ranged upward from $150. A bulk tank is needed for the combine
arid a tight truck box instead of the flat platform used on the truck
in hauling sacked wheat. Many ingenious means of surmounting
local diflSculties were found. Few growers who have shifted have
actually discarded their sacking equipment. Adequate facilities for
farm storage, where that is needed as part of the bulk-handling program, involve investment of about 20 cents or more per bushel of
capacity. On the farms studied farm storage of bulk grain cost
more per bushel (4.24 cents in level land sections) than commercial
storage (3.3 cents). Only 47 per cent of those who were bulking
their grain were equipped with stationary farm-storage plants.
Cost of hauling bulk grain from combine to farm storage was
nearly as great as the cost of hauling from combine to shipping point.
Bulk handling saves the grower the cost of sacks, which m 1929
amounted to 3.22 cents per bushel and constituted the greatest doUarand-cents saving. In 1930 sacks cost 2^/^ cents less than in 1929, so
the saving was smaller. Growers who use sacks more than once in
a season by " cutting-in " their grain at the shipping point one or
more times can reduce the net cost of sacks per bushel to a small
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figure. " Cutting-in " does not reduce the drudgery of harvest work,
however, and sometimes causes congestion at the country elevator.
Wheat of more than 18 varieties in four classes was grown on the
farms visited. If several classes are grown, more bins are needed
in elevators to prevent mixing. The cost of elevator construction
and operation increases with the number of bins provided. The
varietal situation in its effect on bulk handling must be considered
in each locality.
Lack of adequate storage and handling facilities for bulk grain
at the country shipping point has been the greatest single factor
retarding the adoption of bulk-handling methods on the farm. Investments are necessarily heavier, but competition is such that rates
charged at any station are about the same for bulk as for sacked
grain. Turnover is small (1.33 to 1.52 times capacity), a serious
Aveakness in elevator operation. Some sack warehouses have been
converted to handle bulk grain, with results suggestive of need for
full consideration of all factors of the problem by those who contemplate such conversion.
Terminal storage facilities for bulk grain in Washington and
Oregon had in 1930 a rated capacity of nearly ISjOOOjOOO bushels.
Keceipts of wheat in 1927 were over six times this bulk capacity.
Temporary shortages of bulk facilities have already been experienced.
An ultimate shift to bulk handling over much of the Pacific Northwest is desirable and may be expected, but the change should be made
cautiously. Costly mistakes in selection of equipment, especially
in the more hilly areas are to be avoided, and care is needed to
coordinate the movement so that bulk-handling facilities at country
shipping points and terminal markets shall keep pace with increasing
volumes of bulk grain received from the farms.
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